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CELPE - Companhia Energetica de Pernambuco
The Master Plan to the Complete Automation of the State’s Substations

Context

Challenges

In 1997, CELPE had no automated substation and, along with CHESF, had an agreement with a government 
research center to support the automation of its substations.

Spin, in partnership with the FADE (Foundation for Research Support of the Federal University of 
Pernambuco), proposed to automate a substation of one of its parks in three months and TeleCommand it 
from what would be its center of operation in the future.

With the initial success of the venture, CELPE signed a technology transfer agreement with FADE-Spin. With 
the support of FADE, CELPE outlined its master plan of automation and joints, FADE-Spin and CELPE 
organized the technical documentation for a hardware purchase notice and remote to automate the first 
thirteen substations of the company, using Spin’s SCADA sostware.

CELPE did not own any automated substation and its more than one hundred and thirty substations were all 
maintained with 24x7 operation.

Since the system should cover the whole state of Pernambuco, it was necessary to be organized in regions 
with local operating capacity and COS. For such, it was necessary to use a balanced protocol (Master x 
Master) where, for example, if an operator of a regional puts an obstacle on a local machine, the operator of 
the COS should see it immediately and vice-versa.

The operation of CELPE was divided into two control units, one for distribution and one for transmission and 
the system incorporating this functionality so that, for example, a console with a transmission operator 
should not touch the audible alarm of an event of distribution and vice versa.

As CELPE had no experience in automation, it adopted a more conservative initial solution in which the 
communication concentrators of the COS and CORs should communicate with up to 16 substations.



The COI (IOC) Integrated Operation Center, located in Recife, controls the substations of the entire state. Its 
communications processors connect with substations of large Recife using the DNP30 protocol and connect to 
the three regional centers, located in Serra Talhada, Caruaru and Petrolina, using a balanced protocol AVPEC 
(ActionView - Protocol between centers).

AVPEC is a balanced protocol developed by Spin from the specifications of the IEC-60870-5-101 protocol. Even 
because at the time there was no protocol balanced oriented to electrical applications available in the market.

The three regionals have the same architecture of the COI (IOC), focusing communication of the substation of 
its coverage area. On failure of a link between the IOC and regional, operators move to the CORs and perform 
a local operation.

Concentrators and remote initially used were from a national company that went bankrupt. Currently, several 
concentrators were replaced by concentrators assembled by Spin, maintaining the same functionality and 
using SpinGateway sostware in hot-standby embarked on industrial computers.

The solution initially implemented in the 90s, remains technologically updated. CELPE is among the first 
companies in Brazil to automate all its substations.

The IOC continued its functionality of two control units, one for the delivery and one for transmission, 
operating separately with permissions associated with the profiles of the operators.

Today all substations CELPE are unattended and operated from the IOC. Spin maintains close cooperation 
with CELPE, and participated in the implementation of 700 pole remote in 2014.

The figure below shows the existing solution in CELPE today, where until a few months there were 137 
substations and 300 post keys totaling just over one hundred thousand tags.

Implanted Solution

Results

SD Card by Jefff Gerlach from the Noun Project. Computer by iconoci from the Noun Project. Person by Alex Fuller from the Noun Project. Server by Lorena Salagre from the Noun Project. Firewall by 
Grant Fischer from the Noun Project. Server by Mister Pixel from the Noun Project. Router by Alex WaZa from the Noun Project. Website by Tom Walsh from the Noun Project.
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